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Effects of multitemperature nonequilibrium on compressible homogeneous turbulence
Wei Liao,* Yan Peng,† and Li-Shi Luo‡
Department of Mathematics & Statistics and Center for Computational Sciences, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23529, USA
Received 25 February 2010; published 28 April 2010
We study the effects of the rotational-translational energy exchange on the compressible decaying homoge-
neous isotropic turbulence DHIT in three dimensions through direct numerical simulations. We use the
gas-kinetic scheme coupled with multitemperature nonequilibrium based on the Jeans-Landau-Teller model.
We investigate the effects of the relaxation time of rotational temperature, ZR, and the initial ratio of the
rotational and translational temperatures, TR0 /TL0, on the dynamics of various turbulence statistics including
the kinetic energy Kt, the dissipation rate t, the energy spectrum Ek , t, the root mean square of the
velocity divergence t, the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut of the velocity derivatives, and the prob-
ability distribution functions of the local Mach number Ma and the shocklet strength . The larger the ZR is, the
faster the compressibility decays after an initial time. Similarly, with a fixed TL0, the higher the initial energy
ratio TR0 /TL0, the weaker is the compressibility in the flow. It is also observed that the effect of TR0 /TL0 is
strong in all times in the decay, while the effect of ZR is severe only in the later times passing through the stage
with strong nonlinearity. We also observe that the multitemperature model does not affect the self-similarities
obeyed by the probability distribution functions of Ma and , which appear to be a robust feature of the
compressible DHIT.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.81.046704 PACS numbers: 47.11.j, 47.40.x, 94.05.Lk, 47.45.Ab
I. INTRODUCTION
Hypersonic flows are often associated with non-
thermodynamic-equilibrium NTE conditions 1–3. Obvi-
ously, turbulence in hypersonic flows under NTE conditions
is far more challenging than its incompressible counterpart
because the Kolmogorov paradigm, which is the theoretical
basis of incompressible turbulence, may not be valid any
longer for the compressible turbulence under NTE condi-
tions. Due to a growing interest in hypersonics in recent
years, direct numerical simulations DNSs have been in-
creasingly used as a tool to study compressible turbulence
4–11. It is hoped that a comparison of DNS and experimen-
tal data can provide a guide for modeling of compressible
turbulence.
Under NTE conditions, the internal degrees of freedom of
gas molecules are excited and they play an important role in
the physics of compressible flows. Within the framework of
hydrodynamics, the effects due to the internal degrees of
freedom are modeled through the bulk viscosity or a variable
ratio of specific heats Tªcp /cv cf., e.g., 2. Another
approach is to introduce multiple temperatures to represent
internal degrees of freedom and the energy equations for
internal degrees of freedom, which are coupled to the
Navier-Stokes equations, are solved simultaneously with the
hydrodynamic equations cf., e.g., 2,12. The relaxation
process of internal degrees of freedom has to be modeled in
this approach and one of the most well-known models is the
Jeans-Landau-Teller JLT model 13–16. In spite of its
limitations e.g., 17, the JLT model remains as a very
popular model due to its simplicity. In the present work, we
will model nonequilibrium compressible flows with the JLT
multitemperature model.
There are very few studies about the effects of multitem-
perature models on compressible turbulent flows. Bertolotti
studied the influence of rotational and vibrational energy re-
laxations on the stability of the supersonic boundary layer
18 and found the main effect of the rotational relaxation is
the damping high-frequency instability. Grigor’ev et al. stud-
ied the effect of vibrational relaxation on the nonlinear inter-
action of a vortex perturbation in a shear flow of a highly
nonequilibrium diatomic gas 19. El Morsli and Proulx in-
corporated the multitemperature thermal and chemical non-
equilibrium into a renormalization-group RNG-based k-
turbulence model for a turbulent flow in a supersonic nozzle
coupled with a plasma torch 3. To our knowledge, the ef-
fect of multitemperature models on compressible homoge-
neous isotropic turbulence has not yet to be studied.
The objective of this work is to quantitatively investigate
the effects of the multitemperature model on the compress-
ible decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence. We will
use the multitemperature gas-kinetic scheme GKS to carry
out the DNS of the compressible decaying homogeneous iso-
tropic turbulence DHIT, which has been a subject of con-
tinuing interest 5,20–23. This work is a sequel to our pre-
vious work 24, in which we study the numerics of the GKS
and evaluate their effects on the compressible DHIT. The
GKS method is a finite-volume FV method derived from
the linearized Boltzmann equation 24–33, of which the
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook BGK model equation 34 is a spe-
cial case. The fluxes in the GKS method are reconstructed
from the approximated particle-velocity distribution function
fx , , t in phase space ª x ,. Owing to its kinetic na-
ture, the GKS method can be extended to simulate nonequi-
librium flows, which are beyond the validity of the Navier-
Stokes equations, such as the Burnett flow 35,36 and shock
structures in gases 32,33,37,38. The multitemperature
model has already been incorporated into the GKS method to
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simulate various nonequilibrium flows including shock struc-
tures in gases 39,40, near-continuum flows 41,42, and
hypersonic nonequilibrium flows 43.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we will describe in details the formulations of the
GKS methods for three-dimensional 3D compressible
flows with multitemperature nonequilibrium and provide a
discussion of the macroscopic equations modeled by the
GKS method with multitemperature nonequilibrium. In Sec.
III, we will discuss succinctly the compressible decaying ho-
mogeneous isotropic turbulence and the turbulence statistics
to be computed. In Sec. IV, we present our results. We in-
vestigate the effects of the multitemperature nonequilibrium
on various turbulence statistics, such as the total energy, the
dissipation rate, the energy spectrum, the skewness, the flat-
ness, and the probability distribution functions of the local
Mach number and the shocklet strength. Finally, we conclude
the paper with a summary in Sec. V.
II. NUMERICAL METHODS
The GKS for fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations
has been discussed extensively in our previous work
24,32,44,45. In this work, we will consider the GKS with
the Jeans-Landau-Teller multitemperature model for non-
equilibrium flows. The details of flux reconstruction, if not
discussed here, can be found in our earlier work 24.
A. Gas kinetic scheme with multitemperature nonequilibrium
The starting point of gas-kinetic schemes is the linearized
Boltzmann equation e.g., 46
t f +  · f = Lf , f , 1
where fª fx , , , t is the single-particle distribution func-
tion of space x, particle velocity , particle internal degrees
of freedom  of dimension Z, and time t; L is the linearized
collision operator. For the sake of simplicity and without
losing generality in the context of the linearized Boltzmann
equation, we will use the BGK single relaxation-time model
for L 34
t f +  · f = −
1

f − f 0 , 2
where  is the relaxation time toward its equilibrium. To
consider nonequilibrium effects due to internal degrees of
freedom of gas molecules, the rotational temperature TR is
introduced, in addition to the translational temperature TL.
Thus, the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function f 0
must also include TR,
f 0 = 	 
L
2
D/2 
R
2
Z/2e−1/2
Lc·c+
R·, 3
where cª −u is the peculiar velocity, R is the gas con-
stant, 	 and u are the density and flow, respectively, 
L
= RTL−1, and 
R= RTR−1. By integrating along the charac-
teristics 47, one can obtain the following solution of the
BGK Eq. 2:
fx + t,t = e−t/f0 +
1


0
t
f 0x,,,tet−t/dt, 4
where xªx+t and the initial state f0ª fx , , , t=0.
The GKS is formulated based on the above equation. With f0
and f0
0
ª f 0x , , , t=0 given, one can construct an ap-
proximate solution for f at a later time t0.
For the sake of convenience, we shall use the following
notations for the vectors of D+2 dimensions:
 ª 1,,2 + 2/2,2/2†, 5a
W ª 	,	u,	E,	eR† = fd , 5b
Fª fd,  x,y,z	 ª 1,2,3	 , 5c
h ª 	,u,TL,TR†, 5d
h ª 	−1,
Lu,
Lc2 − D/2TL,
R2 − Z/2TR†, 5e
where † denotes the transpose operator, , W, F, and h are
the D+2-dimensional vectors whose components are the
collisional invariants, the flow variables, the fluxes along the
 axis, and the primitive variables, respectively, and 
ª  , denotes the single-particle velocity space and the
internal degrees of freedom. The flow variables, 	, 	u, 	E,
and 	eR, are the density, the momentum, the total energy, and
the rotational energy, respectively, and they are the moments
of f . Among the flow variables, 	, 	u, and 	E are the con-
served quantities, while 	eR is not. The specific total energy
can be decomposed into the specific internal energy e
ªRDTL+ZTR /2 and the specific kinetic energy u2 /2, i.e.,
E=e+u2 /2; the specific rotational energy is given by eR
=ZRTR /2. The total number of internal degrees of freedom is
Z= 5−3 / −1 and =cp /cv is the ratio of specific heat.
Based on the Chapman-Enskog analysis, the collision
does not alter the values of the conserved variables 	, 	u,
and 	E. Because the internal energy 	eR is not a conserved
quantity, it is not an invariant during the collision. Therefore,
the collision term in Eq. 2 can be written as
−
1

 f − f 0d = S = 0,0,0,0,0,s†, 6
where the source term s is introduced to account for the
effect due to the rotational mode. We will use the relaxation
model for the rotational energy eR based on the Jeans-
Landau-Teller model 13–16 for internal degrees of freedom
12,39,41,43,
s = −
1
ZR
	eR − eR
 , 7
where the parameter ZR is introduced to overcome the defi-
ciency of the BGK model with one single relaxation param-
eter  which determines all the transport coefficients in the
model and
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eR
 =
1
2
ZRTR
 , 8a
TR
 =
1
D + Z
DTL + ZTR = T . 8b
Since the advection operator in the Boltzmann equation is
linear, i.e.,  ·f = · f, operator splitting among D dimen-
sions can be applied without approximation to affect its mul-
tidimensional nature. Thus we can show one the construction
of the GKS in the x direction and fluxes along other direc-
tions can be easily duplicated. We denote a cell center by
xi,j,k and its left and right cell boundaries in the x coordinate
by xi−1/2,j,k and xi+1/2,j,k, respectively. For simplicity, we set
the initial time t0=0, so that the solution 4 at position
xi+1/2,j,k and time t is
fxi+1/2,j,k,t = e−t/f0xi+1/2,j,k − t
+
1


0
t
f 0x,te−t−t/dt, 9
where xªxi+1/2,j,k−t− t is the coordinate of the particle
trajectory. In the above equation, we omitted the variables in
f which remain unchanged in time. Initially, only the values
of the hydrodynamic variables, 	, 	u, 	E, and 	eR are given
at the cell center xi,j,k, but the fluxes are to be evaluated at
the cell boundaries xi1/2,j,k=0. Therefore, both f0 and
f 0x , t in the above equation are to be constructed from
the hydrodynamic variables through the Boltzmann equation
and Taylor expansions of f .
The BGK equation 2 can be formally written as
f = f 0 − dtf , dt ª t +  ·  . 10
For the purpose of simulating the Navier-Stokes equations,
we can use an approximated f with f = f 0−dtf
0. Conse-
quently, the initial value f0x ,0 can be approximated as
f0x,0 
 1 − t +  · f 0x,0
= 1 − h · t +  · hf 0x,0 . 11
In addition, the equilibrium can be expanded in a Taylor
series about xi+1/2,j,k=0,
f 0x,0 
 1 + x · f 00,0
= 1 + h · x · hf 00,0 , 12
where xª x ,y ,z. By substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 11, we
have
f0x,0 
 1 + h · x · h1 − h · t +  · hf 00,0
= 1 + a · x −  − Af 00,0 , 13
where aª a1 ,a2 ,a3ª h ·xh ,h ·yh ,h ·zh and A
=h ·th are functions of , , and the hydrodynamic vari-
ables 	, u, TL, and TR and their gradients. They are related by
the following compatibility condition:
 f nd = 0, ∀ n 0,
where f n is the nth order Chapman-Enskog expansion of f
and f 0 is the Maxwellian of Eq. 12. Therefore, the first-
order compatibility condition
 f 1d = −  dtf 0d
= −  A + a · f 0d = 0 14
leads to the relation between A and aª a1 ,a2 ,a3,
 Af 0d = − a · f 0d . 15
We can concisely write the end results of a= ln f 0 and
A=t ln f
0 following a similar derivation for a monatomic
gas given by 48
a =  ln 	 +  c2
2RTL
−
D
2
  ln TL
+  2
2RTR
−
Z
2
  ln TR + 1RT =1
3
c  u, 16a
A = − a ·  +  c2
2RTL
−
D + Z
2
c ·  ln TL
+  2
2RTR
−
Z
2
c ·  ln TR + 1RTcc − 13c2I:u ,
16b
where cª −u is the peculiar velocity, c2ªc ·c, and I is
the 33 identity matrix. For fully compressible flows, the
variables in the conservation form 	 ,	u ,	E ,	eR are used
instead of the primitive ones 	 ,u ,TL ,TR. The Jacobians
between the two sets of variables are readily available to
convert one set of variables to the other. When computing
the gradients h for the coefficients aª a1 ,a2 ,a3 in Eq.
13, we allow the hydrodynamic variables to be discontinu-
ous at the cell boundary xi1/2,j,k, if appropriate.
As for f 0x , t in the integrand of Eq. 9, it can be evalu-
ated by its Taylor expansion,
f 0x,t 
 1 + tt + x · f 00,0
= f 00,01 + h · tt + x · h
= 1 + ā · x + Ātf 00,0 , 17
where āª ā1 , ā2 , ā3 and Ā are similar to aª a1 ,a2 ,a3 and
A, respectively. The difference between a and ā is that in a
ª a1 ,a2 ,a3, both the hydrodynamic variables 	 ,u ,TL ,TR
and their gradients 	 ,u ,TL ,TR are allowed to be discon-
tinuous, while in āª ā1 , ā2 , ā3, the hydrodynamic variables
are assumed to be continuous, but their gradients in the di-
rection normal to cell interfaces are not 24.
In this work, we will restrict our focus on the compress-
ible flows which do not require a limiter and artificial dissi-
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pations to stabilize the code. For such flows, we can assume
that hydrodynamic variables and their gradients are continu-
ous across cell boundaries. Consequently, we have a= ā and
A= Ā. By substituting Eqs. 13 and 17 into Eq. 9, we can
obtain the distribution function at a cell interface as follows
45,48,49:
fxi+1/2,j,k,t = f0
01 − a ·  + A + At . 18
In the above formula, interpolations used to compute the
macroscopic flow variables and their gradients at the cell
boundaries are determined by the accuracy required. To at-
tain second-order accuracy, we can use the following linear
interpolations for the flow variables and their gradients
around cell boundaries i+1 /2:
Wi+1/2,j,k =
1
2
Wi,j,k + Wi+1,j,k , 19a
xWi+1/2,j,k =
1
x
Wi+1,j,k − Wi,j,k , 19b
yWi+1/2,j,k =
1
2y
Wi+1/2,j+1,k − Wi+1/2,j−1,k , 19c
zWi+1/2,j,k =
1
2z
Wi+1/2,j,k+1 − Wi+1/2,j,k−1 . 19d
We can also use the following interpolations to achieve third-
order accuracy:
Wi+1/2,j,k =
9
16
Wi,j,k + Wi+1,j,k −
1
16
Wi−1,j,k + Wi+2,j,k ,
20a
xWi+1/2,j,k =
5
4x
Wi+1,j,k − Wi,j,k
−
1
12x
Wi+2,j,k − Wi−1,j,k , 20b
yWi+1/2,j,k =
8
12y
Wi+1/2,j+1,k − Wi+1/2,j−1,k
−
1
12y
Wi+1/2,j+2,k − Wi+1/2,j−2,k , 20c
zWi+1/2,j,k =
8
12z
Wi+1/2,j,k+1 − Wi+1/2,j,k−1
−
1
12z
Wi+1/2,j,k+2 − Wi+1/2,j,k−2 . 20d
Note that, in the above constructions for the gradients of flow
variables, all the values of the flow variables at the cell
boundaries i+1 /2 must be interpolated from the cell-
averaged values at the cell centers.
The relaxation time  in Eq. 18 is determined by the
local macroscopic flow variables through
 = /p , 21
where  is the dynamic viscosity and p is the pressure. For
continuous flows considered here, the value of the dynamic
viscosity xi+1/2,j,k in Eq. 21 is determined by
 = 0T/T00.76xi+1/2,j,k, 22
where 0 and T0 are material-dependent constants and T
ª DTL+ZTR / D+Z. Here, we use the arithmetic average
of TL and TR to compute the viscosity. This choice of T in
Eq. 22 is not unique because one can use either T=TL, or
T=TLTR, or other more general expressions e.g., 50 and
references therein. We have tested with T=TL in Eq. 22
and find that the choice of the expression for T has little
effect on the turbulence statistics because the two tempera-
tures equilibrate very fast in the hydrodynamic time scale, as
we will see later in Sec. IV A. In Eq. 21, the pressure p is
only related to the translational temperature through p
=	RTL. Equations 21 and 22 use the hydrodynamic vari-
ables hxi+1/2,j,k at the previous time step t= tn−1, which can
be obtained through Wxi+1/2,j,k given by Eq. 18 or 20.
With f given at the cell boundaries, the time-dependent
fluxes can be computed
Fx
i+1/2,j,k = fxi+1/2,j,k,td . 23
Therefore, the fluxes F,  x ,y ,z	, are fully by deter-
mined the approximated distribution function f at the cell
interface xi+1/2,j,k. By integrating F of Eq. 23 over one
time step t, we obtain the total fluxes
F̄x
i1/2,j,k = 
0
t
Fx
i1/2,j,kdt , 24a
F̄y
i,j1/2,k = 
0
t
Fy
i,j1/2,kdt , 24b
F̄z
i,j,k1/2 = 
0
t
Fz
i,j,k1/2dt . 24c
The governing equations in the finite-volume formulation
can then be written as
Wijk
n+1 = Wijk
n −
1
x
F̄x
i+1/2,j,k − F̄x
i−1/2,j,k
−
1
y
F̄y
i,j+1/2,k − F̄y
i,j−1/2,k
−
1
z
F̄z
i,j,k+1/2 − F̄z
i,j,k−1/2 + Sijk
n t , 25
where Sijk
n is the source term for the rotational energy relax-
ation given by Eqs. 6 and 7. The above equations are used
to update the flow variables 	, 	u, 	E, and 	eR.
For the GKS to be stable, the time step size t must
satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy CFL conditions
LIAO, PENG, AND LUO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 81, 046704 2010
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t
xCFL
u + cs1 + 2/Re
, 26
where CFL is the CFL number, csªRTL is the speed of
sound, u is the magnitude of the macroflow velocity u, and
Reª ux / is the grid Reynolds number.
To correct the unity Prandtl number due to the BGK
model 51, we can replace the coefficient  in the heat flux
q by the appropriate coefficient determined by the Prandtl
number Pr in the total-energy flux K 26,32,33
Knew = K +  1
Pr
− 1q , 27a
K ª
1
2
 2 + 2fd , 27b
q ª
1
2
 c2 + 2cfd , 27c
where q is the time-dependent heat flux. With the smooth
distribution function f given by Eq. 18, the heat flux q can
be computed as the following 26,32,33:
q = −  1
2
c2 + 2cf0
0a ·  + Ad , 28
where cª −u and u is the flow velocity evaluated at the
cell interface at time t=0. By using Eq. 27a with q given by
Eq. 28, we can adjust the Prandtl number freely and arbi-
trarily. Because all the moments needed in Eq. 28 have
been computed in the evaluation of the total-energy flux K,
thus additional effort required to compute Knew is negligible.
B. Macroscopic equations
The macroscopic equations solved by the GKS presented
in the previous section are
t	 +  · 	u = 0, 29a
t	u +  · 	uu + p =  ·  , 29b
t	E +  · 	Eu +  · pu =  · q +  ·  · u ,
29c
t	eR +  · 	eRu =  · qR +  · Ru + s , 29d
ij ª iuj +  jui −
2
3
ij  · u − R , 29e
R ª
3	R
2
ZTR − TL
ZRD + Z
, 29f
q ª
1
2
R  D + 2TL + ZTR , 29g
qR ª
1
2
ZR  TR, 29h
where s is the source term to model the energy exchange
between the rotational and translational modes, defined by
Eq. 7. In the limit of an infinitesimal departure from the
equilibrium state, i.e., eR−eR
→0, the rotational energy Eq.
29d leads to the following relationship 43:
TR − TL 

2
3
ZRT  · u 30
and consequently
t/t0
0 0.1
1
2
3
ZR=10, TL
ZR=10, TR
ZR=2, TL
ZR=2, TR
ZR=200, TL
ZR=200, TR
Mat=0.5, Reλ=72, TR0/TL0=3.0
τ
0 20 40 60
1
2
3
ZR=10, TL
ZR=10, TR
ZR=2, TL
ZR=2, TR
ZR=200, TL
ZR=200, TR
Mat=0.5, Reλ=72, TR0/TL0=3.0
(b)(a)
FIG. 1. Color online ZR dependence of the translational temperature TL and rotational temperature TR. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283.
Temperatures as functions of two different dimensionless times t / t0 left and t /0 right.
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R 

Z
D + Z
  · u =
3
2
  · u , 31
where  is the bulk viscosity. Then, the macroscopic flow
equations 29 reduce to the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations with the usual translational temperature T=TL,
t	 +  · 	u = 0, 32a
t	u +  · 	uu + p =  ·  , 32b
t	E +  · 	Eu +  · pu =  · q +  ·  · u , 32c
ij ª iuj +  jui +  − 23ij  · u , 32d
q ª   T , 32e
where =cp /Pr is the heat conductivity and the bulk vis-
cosity is given by
 =
2Z
3D + Z
 . 33
For D=3 and Z=2, then =4 /15.
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FIG. 2. Color online ZR dependence of the kinetic energy Kt /K0 left and dissipation rate t /0 right. Mat=0.5, Re=72,
N3=1283.
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FIG. 3. Color online ZR dependence of the dilatational components of the kinetic energy, KCt /K0, left and the dissipation rate,
Ct /0, right. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283.
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We should also emphasize that the effect of the rotational
degrees of freedom on the flow is only through the term
 · Ru=R ·u+u ·R in Eq. 29d. That is, the rota-
tional energy affects the flows through its direct coupling
with the velocity divergence  ·u. Effectively, the bulk vis-
cosity is no longer a constant in the system. The GKS with
the Jeans-Landau-Teller model is ultimately a macroscopic
model. A previous study 43 shows that the multitempera-
ture model is necessary for some hypersonic flows. However,
its effect on the decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence
is unknown, which will be investigated in this work.
III. COMPRESSIBLE DECAYING HOMOGENEOUS
ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
For DHIT, the flow domain is a 3D cube of size L3
= 23 with periodic boundary conditions in all three direc-
tions. The cube is discretized with a uniform Cartesian mesh
size N3. The Prandtl number is fixed at Pr=0.7.
A divergence-free random initial velocity field u0x is
generated with a given spectrum by using Rogallo’s proce-
dure 52 and a specified root-mean-square RMS value
u ª
1
3
u · u . 34
We use the following initial energy spectrum E0k in the
Fourier space k:
E0k = A0k4 exp− 2k2/k0
2 , 35
where the quantities with subscript “0” denote the initial val-
ues. In what follows, we set A0=1.310
−4 and k0=8 unless
otherwise stated.
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FIG. 4. Color online ZR dependence of the skewness Su left and the flatness Fu right. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283. In the bottom
row, data are smoothed.
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We will compute the following quantities of turbulence:
Kt ª
1
2
	u · u , 36a
t ª 
ij
ijiuj , 36b
Ek,t = 1
2
	u · ue−ik·rdr , 36c
t ª  · u2 , 36d
Sut =
1
3i Sui, 36e
Sui =
iui3
iui23/2
, 36f
Fut =
1
3i Fui, 36g
Fui =
iui4
iui22
, 36h
where Kt and t are the kinetic energy and dissipation
rate, respectively, Ek , t is the energy spectrum, t is the
RMS of the velocity divergence, Sui and Fui are the skewness
and the flatness of the velocity derivative iui, i x ,y ,z	,
respectively, and Su and Fu are the skewness and the flatness
averaged over three directions, respectively. With the initial
energy spectrum of Eq. 35, at t=0 we have
K0 =
3A0
64
2k05,
0 =
15A0
256
2k07,
0 = 2
0
	0
0,
where K0, 0, and 0 are the initial kinetic energy, enthalpy,
and dissipation rate, respectively. The dimensional quantities
relevant to the DHIT are the Taylor microscale Reynolds
number Re and the turbulence Mach number Mat, of which
the initial values are
Reª
	u

=
21/4
4
	0
0
2A0k03/2,
ª200K0
	00
,
Mat ª
3u
cs
=
3u
RT0
,
where  is the transverse Taylor microscale length. We set
	0=1 and determine T0 and 0 from the initial values of Re
and Mat.
To quantify the compressible effect, we apply the Helm-
holtz decomposition to the velocity field
u = uS + uC, 37a
 · uS = 0,   uC = 0, 37b
where uS and uC denote the solenoidal and dilatational com-
ponents of the velocity field u, respectively. The Helmholtz
decomposition is unique for homogeneous flows and can be
carried out in the Fourier space
ũC =
k · ũ
k2
k, ũS = ũ − ũC, 38
where ũ denotes the Fourier transform of u. Correspond-
ingly, we can decompose both the total kinetic energy K and
the dissipation rate  into their solenoidal and dilatational
components
K = KS + KC, 39a
KS =
1
2
	uS · uS, KC =
1
2
	uC · uC , 39b
 = S + C, 39c
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FIG. 5. Color online Energy spectrum ECk , t of the dila-
tational component of the velocity with ZR=2 and ZR=200.
Mat=0.5, Re=72, N
3=1283.
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S =  · , C = 4/3 + R2 , 39d
where ªu is the vorticity, ª ·u is the dilatation,
and R is given by Eq. 29f. When TR
TL, Eq. 31 is valid
and the formula 39d for C reduces to
C = 4/3 + 2 . 40
We will also compute the probability distribution func-
tions PDFs for the local Mach number Ma= u /cs and the
shocklet strength  defined as follows 5,22,53:
ª Ma − 1 , 41a
Ma =1 +  u2cs
2
−
u
2cs
, 41b
where Ma is the normal upstream shock Mach number and
u is the two-point longitudinal velocity difference
urr ª r̂ · ur − ur + r 42
and r̂ªr / r is the unit vector along a chosen direc-
tion r.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We will use two resolutions of N3=1283 and 2563 for the
flows with the Taylor microscale Reynolds number Re=72
and 175, respectively. The initial turbulence Mach number is
within the range of 0.1Mat0.5. Unless otherwise stated,
we will use the initial turbulence turnover time t0=K0 /0 to
normalize the time, i.e., the dimensionless time t= t / t0. We
will use the third-order accurate interpolations of Eq. 18 in
the flux calculations. Unless otherwise stated, we use the
CFL number CFL=0.1. We will investigate the effects of the
multitemperature nonequilibrium on the compressible DHIT.
Specifically, we will quantify the effects of the parameters ZR
and TR0 /TL0 on the statistical quantities relevant to the com-
pressible DHIT, where TR0 and TL0 are the initial values of
the rotational and translational temperatures, respectively.
A. Effect of ZR
The Jeans-Landau-Teller model has been widely used to
model the energy exchange between the rotational and trans-
lational modes cf., e.g., 12. The efficacy of the JLT model
has been tested with the direct simulation Monte Carlo
DSMC for an adiabatic relaxation of loaded spheres from a
nonequilibrium state 54. The rotational relaxation time,
ZR, is strongly temperature dependent 55. The determina-
tion of ZR by theoretical and experimental means is still an
active research area 56 which is, however, beyond the
scope of the present work. In this work, we will quantify the
effect of ZR on the development of the compressible DHIT.
We will use Mat=0.5, Re=72, and the ratio of the initial
rotational and translational energies TR0 /TL0=3.0, and vary
ZR in the range 2ZR200.
Figure 1 shows the evolutions of the rotational and trans-
lational temperatures, TRt and TLt in two time scales, t / t0
in the left of Fig. 1 and t /0 in the right, where t0=K0 /0 is
TABLE I. Dependence of the decay exponent n of tt / t0−n on the parameter ZR. Mat=0.5,
TR0 /TL0=3.0, Re=72, N3=1283.
ZR 5 10 25 40 50 100 200
n 1.103 1.090 1.305 1.418 1.437 1.812 2.470
θ’
(t
’)/
ω
0’(
t’)
10-1 100 101
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
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ZR=10
ZR=50
ZR=100
ZR=200
Mat=0.5, Reλ=72, TR0/TL0=3.0
FIG. 6. Color online ZR dependence of the RMS velocity di-
vergence  /0. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283.
ZR
n
100 101 102
1
2
3
FIG. 7. Dependence of the decay exponent n of tt / t0−n
on the parameter ZR corresponding to Table I.
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the initial turbulence turnover time, 0 is the initial relaxation
time, and t00. Both temperatures, TL and TR, evolve
monotonically to their common equilibrium value. Clearly,
the larger the ZR is, the longer it takes for TL and TR to
equilibrate. We note that the time for the temperatures to
reach their equilibrium is relatively short in terms of the
initial turbulence turnover time t0; even with ZR=200, the
equilibration is completed at about t / t0
0.1. This means
that the temperature relaxation time is usually shorter than a
typical hydrodynamic time scale. For ZR=2, the temperatures
equilibrate rather quickly; the equilibration is completed at
t /0
5.
Although the relaxation process of rotational temperature
is completed rather quickly during the initial stage of the
decaying turbulence, it still exerts an influence on the decay-
ing process of isotropic turbulence. Figure 2 shows the evo-
lution of the kinetic energy Kt /K0 and the dissipation rate
t /0 for different ZR. The effect of ZR on Kt /K0 and
t /0 is invisible and similarly for their solenoidal compo-
nents, KSt /K0 and St /0, as shown in Fig. 3. However,
ZR has a considerable effect on the dilatational components
of the energy and the dissipation rate, KCt /K0 and Ct /0,
also shown in Fig. 3. The larger the ZR, the smaller the
KCt /K0 and Ct /0 after a short initial period of time
t / t0
0.1. Because 0 is computed by using Eq. 40, which
does not account for the nonequilibrium effect when TL and
TR are far apart at the initial stage, t /0 is not close to 1
initially in Fig. 3 for some cases.
In Fig. 4, we show the evolution of the skewness Sut and
the flatness Fut of the velocity derivative iui in the decay-
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FIG. 8. Color online Dependence of the kinetic energy Kt /K0 left and the dissipation rate t /0 right on TR0 /TL0. Mat=0.5,
Re=72, N
3=1283.
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FIG. 9. Color online Dependence of the dilatational components of the kinetic energy KCt /K0 left and the dissipation rate Ct /0
right on TR0 /TL0. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283.
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ing process. The skewness involves the second- and fourth-
order derivatives of the velocity field due to the following
formula 57:
Sut =
330
14
2
0

k4Ek,tdk +
d
dt

0

k2Ek,tdk

0

k2Ek,tdk3/2 ,
43
where Ek , t is the energy spectrum. Therefore, it is sensi-
tive to the variations in the velocity field. Two observations
can be made. First, the magnitude of Sut is larger and closer
to −0.5 as ZR increases. And second, the magnitude of os-
cillations in Su decreases as ZR increases. These observations
are consistent with the correlation between the compressible
dilatational component of the flow and ZR. Based on
Eq. 7, the larger the ZR is, the weaker is the source term,
which is proportional to TR−TR
, hence the weaker the ef-
fect due to multitemperature relaxation, which mimics the
internal degrees of freedom in diatomic gases. In the limit of
ZR→, both the source term s in Eq. 7 and R in Eq. 29f
vanish and the macroscopic equations 29 derived from the
multitemperature model reduce to the usual compressible
Navier-Stokes equations 31.
To further demonstrate the effect of ZR, we show in Fig. 5
the energy spectrum ECk , t for the dilatational component
of the velocity with ZR=2 and 200. The energy spectrum
ECk , t is shown in four times: t1
0.03 in the very early
stage of the decay, t2
0.17 when t /0 reaches its peak,
t3
1.0 when Kt /K0 decays about 1 order of magnitude,
and t4
5.0 when Kt /K0 decays about 2 orders of magni-
tude. We note that the variation of ZR has little effect on
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FIG. 10. Color online Dependence of the skewness Su left, Fu right on the ratio TR0 /TL0. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283. In the bottom
row, data are smoothed.
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ECk , t in the initial stage of the decay. However, in the late
stage of the decay, when viscous effect is dominant, the ef-
fect due to the variation of ZR becomes ostensibly noticeable.
This is because ZR directly affects the dissipation of eR. The
larger ZR, the longer it takes to equilibrate TR, hence a larger
fraction of energy is dissipated after the equilibration.
In Fig. 6, we show the ZR dependence of the normalized
RMS velocity divergence  /0, where 0 is the initial av-
eraged vorticity. Clearly, the normalized RMS velocity diver-
gence strongly depends on ZR. After an initial period of time,
 /0 decays significantly faster when ZR is sufficiently
large. The compressibility is ostensibly stronger in the stage
of final decay 58 when ZR is smaller. This is also corrobo-
rated by both the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut shown
in Fig. 4. When ZR=200, in the time interval of 2 t11,
Su stays very close to −0.5, which is the theoretical value for
the incompressible decaying turbulence. In contrast, when
ZR=2 and in the same time interval, Su is about −0.42. The
magnitude of oscillations in both Sut and Fut increases as
ZR decreases. This effect is similar to that of increasing the
Mach number, as observed previously 24. This is because
the compressibility in the flow is relatively stronger with
smaller ZR and so is the strength of shocklets in the system.
Consequently, the magnitudes of local gradients are larger,
leading to larger oscillations in both Sut and Fut, both of
which depend on velocity derivatives.
It is also interesting to note that the effect of ZR is much
more noticeable in the late stage of the flow, i.e., after the
dissipation rate t reaches its peak at about t
0.17, cf.
the right figure in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 6, the decay rate
of t depends on ZR. Assuming that in the late stage of the
flow t /0 decays as
t
0
 t/t0−n,
we compute the decay exponent n depending on ZR and the
results are summarized in Table I and Fig. 7. There seems to
be a transition in n taking place at some point ZR10: the
exponent n varies very little when ZR10, while the expo-
nent n grows linearly as ZR increases when ZR 10. The
parameter ZR only affects the dilatation and because the di-
latational components of the kinetic energy and the dissipa-
tion rate are relatively small about 1% for Mat=0.5, the
effects of ZR on the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate
are hardly observable, although they can be clearly seen in
the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut. The effect of the ZR
will be further discussed in Sec. IV C.
B. Effect of the initial state TR0 ÕTL0
The initial ratio of rotational and translational tempera-
tures RTªTR0 /TL0 can affect the decay turbulence. In this
section, we will quantify the effect due to the ratio TR0 /TL0
with various initial conditions. In what follows, we will use
ZR=10, which is consistent with the values used by others
12,54.
We will first compute the compressible DHIT with Mat
=0.5, Re=72, Zr=10, and various values of TR0 /TL0. In
Fig. 8, we show the dependence of the total kinetic energy
Kt /K0 and the dissipation rate t /0 on the ratio TR0 /TL0.
Clearly, the effects of TR0 /TL0 on the total kinetic energy
Kt /K0 and the dissipation rate t /0 are more visible than
that of ZR, as shown in Fig. 2. As the ratio TR0 /TL0 increases,
so do Kt /K0 and t /0, but they increase only a few
percent when 0.5TR0 /TL03.0. The effects of TR0 /TL0 are
much more prominent on the compressible components of
the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate, KCt /K0 and
Ct /0, as shown in Fig. 9. As the ratio TR0 /TL0 increases,
both KCt /K0 and Ct /0 decrease. This is because a larger
TR0 /TL0 leads to a higher equilibrium translational tem-
perature T after the rotational temperature relaxes. Conse-
quently, the speed of sound cs increases overall and, in turn,
the Mach number decreases; hence the compressibility is re-
duced and vice versa. When TR=TL, there is no equilibration
process between the two temperatures. Thus, TR0TL0 and
TR0TL0 correspond to two scenarios: compression and ex-
pansion, respectively.
The effect of the ratio TR0 /TL0 on the skewness Sut and
the flatness Fut is shown in Fig. 10. A smaller TR0 /TL0
leads a stronger compressible effect, which in turn strength-
ens the shocklets and the gradients in the flow field. In
Fig. 10, we can clearly observe that, after the initial equili-
bration, the smaller is the ratio TR0 /TL0, the smaller the mag-
nitude of Sut, the more oscillatory Sut, and the more Sut
deviates away from the value of −0.5. As for the flatness
Fut, the smaller is the ratio TR0 /TL0, the larger is the Fut.
By comparing Fig. 10 to Fig. 4, we can see that the effects of
the ratio TR0 /TL0 on the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut
are very similar to that of ZR.
In Fig. 11, we show the energy spectrum ECk , t for the
dilatational component of the velocity with TR0 /TL0=0.5 and
3. In contrast to Fig. 5 for the effect of ZR on E
Ck , t, we can
see that the effect of TR0 /TL0 is clearly observable from the
beginning of the decay process. The larger the TR0 /TL0 is, the
weaker the ECk , t. This is because a larger TR0 /TL0 leads to
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FIG. 11. Color online Energy spectrum ECk , t of the dilata-
tional component of the velocity with TR0 /TL0=0.5 and TR0 /TL0
=3. Mat=0.5, Re=72, N
3=1283.
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higher equilibrium translational temperature T and in turn,
lower Mach numbers over the entire system after rotational
temperature relaxes quickly.
C. Effect of Mat and Re
We now investigate the effects of the initial turbulence
Mach number Mat and the Taylor microscale Reynolds num-
ber Re. We first show results with a lower turbulence Mach
number Mat=0.1. In Fig. 12, we show the kinetic energy
Kt /K0 and the dissipation rate t /0 with Mat=0.1 and
varying TR0 /TL0. The effects of TR0 /TL0 are hardly visible in
Kt /K0 and t /0; however, they are clearly seen in the
compressible components of the kinetic energy, KCt /K0,
and the dissipation rate, Ct /0, as shown in Fig. 13. We
note that both KCt /K0 and Ct /0 are reduced more than
1 order of magnitude when Mat decreases from 0.5 to 0.1, as
clearly seen in Figs. 13 and 9. Also, the dependence of
KCt /K0 and Ct /0 on TR0 /TL0 is weaker at lower Mach
number.
We can clearly see the effect of the turbulence Mach num-
ber Mat on the flow by comparing Fig. 13 to Fig. 9. To
further demonstrate the Mach-number effect, we show the
normalized RMS velocity divergence t /0 in Fig. 14 and
compare to its counterpart with Mat=0.5 in Fig. 6. Since the
initial velocity u0 is divergent free, i.e.,  ·u=0, the normal-
ized RMS velocity divergence t /0 grows monotonically
after a very short initial period of time to reach its first maxi-
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FIG. 12. Color online Dependence of the kinetic energy Kt /K0 left and dissipation rate t /0 right on the ratio TR0 /TL0.
Mat=0.1, Re=72, N
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FIG. 13. Color online Evolution of the dilatational component of the kinetic energy, KCt /K0, left and the dissipation rate, Ct /0,
right for different TR0 /TL0 with Mat=0.1, Re=72, and N3=1283.
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mum, as shown in Fig. 14; it levels off a little before reach-
ing its second maximum and then enters the final decaying
process 58. The second peak of t /0 coincides with
that of t /0, indicating that the second peak is due to the
nonlinearity of the flow. With a larger turbulence Mach num-
ber, e.g., Mat=0.5, the production of  will last longer,
while the time when the dissipation rate t reaches its peak
changes relatively little, hence two peaks t /0 almost
merge together in the case of Mat=0.5, as shown in Fig. 6.
The behavior of Ct /0 is very much similar to that of
t /0 because the term of 42 /3 predominates in
Ct. The behavior of KCt /K0 is also similar to that of
t /0, except that KCt /K0 does not have the second
maximum.
In Fig. 15, we show the dependence of the skewness Sut
and the flatness Fut on the ratio TR0 /TL0 with Mat=0.1.
Clearly, the dependence of both Sut and Fut on TR0 /TL0 is
much weaker than that with Mat=0.5. The variations of both
Sut and Fut are rather insignificant in this case.
We next investigate the effect due to the initial Taylor
Reynolds number Re. We use a higher initial Taylor Rey-
nolds number Re=175, Mat=0.5, and N
3=2563, with vary-
ing TR0 /TL0. In Fig. 16, we show the kinetic energy Kt /K0
and the dissipation rate t /0. Similar to the previous
cases, the effect of TR0 /TL0 on both Kt /K0 and t /0 is
very weak. The larger Reynolds number does increase the
peak value of the dissipation rate t /0 because of stronger
nonlinearity.
In Fig. 17, we show the dependence of the compressible
components of the energy, KCt /K0, and the dissipation rate,
Ct /0, on the ratio TR0 /TL0. Comparing Fig. 17 to Fig. 9,
it is clear that the Reynolds number has little effect on the
compressible components of the kinetic energy KCt /K0
and the dissipation rate Ct /0. In Fig. 18, we show the
dependence of the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut on
the ratio TR0 /TL0. Again, the Reynolds number does not have
a significant effect on the overall feature of Sut and Fut.
However, the magnitude of oscillations in both Sut and
Fut does increase significantly, especially in the case of
TR0 /TL0=3.0.
The above results show that the turbulence Mach number
Mat is the dictating factor which determines the compress-
ibility in the compressible DHIT, as expected. The multitem-
perature model significantly enhances the versatility of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations to simulate the non-
equilibrium flows. In Fig. 19, we show the dependence of the
normalized RMS velocity divergence t /0 on the param-
eter Z, which adjusts the bulk viscosity  through Eq. 33
and the initial turbulence Mach number Mat. In the former
case, the initial turbulence Mach number Mat=0.5 and in the
latter case, the parameter Z=2.
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FIG. 14. Color online TR0 /TL0 dependence of the RMS veloc-
ity divergence  /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A comparison of Fig. 19 left and Fig. 6 shows that the
effects of Z or the bulk viscosity  and ZR are similar in the
sense that they affect the decay of t in its late stage.
However, the effect of ZR is far more prominent than that of
Z because the multitemperature model includes the dynamics
of an additional internal energy beyond the translational tem-
perature, which significantly affects the dynamics of the sys-
tem. We compute the decay exponent n for t from the
data in Fig. 19 left: n=1.174, 1.170, and 1.151, correspond-
ing to Z=0, 2, and 5, respectively. As Z increases, also does
the bulk viscosity . The result indicates that increase of the
bulk viscosity leads to slower decay of the dilatational terms
in the flow.
A comparison of Fig. 19 right and Fig. 14 clearly shows
the similarity between the effect due to the initial ratio
TR0 /TL0 and the initial turbulence Mach number Mat. The
ratio TR0 /TL0 specifies the initial state of the flow, i.e., how
much energy is given to the internal degrees of freedom ini-
tially. The initial state directly affects the Mach number in
the system: when TR0 /TL01, the equilibrium temperature T
is raised, thus the averaged Mach number is reduced; simi-
larly, when TR0 /TL01, the equilibrium temperature is low-
ered, hence the averaged Mach number is enhanced.
D. PDFs of the local Mach number Ma
and the shock strength 	
In this section, we will study the probability distribution
functions of the local Mach number Ma and the shock
strength . Figure 20 presents the PDFs of Ma and  at two
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FIG. 16. Color online Dependence of the kinetic energy Kt /K0 left and dissipation rate t /0 right on the ratio of TR0 /TL0.
Mat=0.5, Re=175, N
3=2563.
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times with Mat0=0.5, Re=72, N3=1283, ZR=10, and 0.5
TR0 /TL03.0. For each value of TR0 /TL0, the first time
chosen to output the PDFs is when the dissipation rate
t /0 is about its peak and the second time is t
5.5,
when the energy decays over 2 orders of magnitude and the
turbulence is rather weak already. It should be noted that the
initial flow is smooth, so there is no shock. Shocklets will
only develop later. However, the shock strength  can still be
computed for the initial flow field according to Eq. 41a,
which is also shown in Fig. 20, and this does not suggest by
any means that shocks are present in the initial flow field.
We previously observed that for compressible decaying
turbulence, the PDFs of Ma and  are self-similar 44. We
rescale the PDFs so that their maximum values are always
unity and they are located at 1. That is, for a PDF Px,
P1=1 is its maximum. The rescaled PDFs for Ma and 
are shown in Fig. 21. Clearly, the rescaled PDFs for both the
local Mach number Ma and the shocklet strength  shown in
Fig. 21 are self-similar and they scale as the following:
Px ! e/
xe−x

/
, x 0,  1,
  0, 44
where 
==2 for Ma and 
=4=4 for . The properly
normalized PDF for the local Mach number Ma, i.e.,
Px=4x2e−x
2
/, can be derived analytically from the
fact that the initial velocity field is Gaussian. However, the
properly normalized PDF for the shocklet strength , i.e.,
Px=2xe−x
4/4 /, cannot be derived analytically; it is ob-
tained numerically from the data.
In Fig. 22, we show the PDFs of the local Mach number
Ma and the shocklet strength  under different conditions.
Clearly, the rescaled PDFs of both Ma and and  are inde-
pendent of the turbulence Mach number Mat, the Taylor mi-
croscale Reynolds number Re, and the ratio TR0 /TL0. The
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FIG. 18. Color online Dependence of the skewness Su left and the flatness Fut right on the ratio TR0 /TL0. Mat=0.5, Re=175,
N3=2563. In the lower row, data are smoothed.
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PDFs Ma and  are self-similar and they all collapse to the
PDFs determined by their initial distributions, which are de-
termined by the initial velocity field. In other words, the
self-similarity obeyed by the PDFs appears not to be affected
by the details of flow dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we use the gas-kinetic scheme with the
Jeans-Landau-Teller multitemperature model to carry out the
direct numerical simulations of the compressible DHIT. We
investigate the effects of the multitemperature model on the
compressible decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence by
examining the turbulence statistics. In particular, we quantify
the effects of the multitemperature model on the total energy
Kt and the dissipation rate t, as well as their compress-
ible component, the compressible component of the energy
spectrum ECk , t, the skewness Sut and the flatness Fut,
and the PDFs of the local Mach number Ma and the shocklet
strength . Our observations can be summarized as the fol-
lowing.
The multitemperature model is more general than the
Navier-Stokes equations with a bulk viscosity and a variable
. In the limit of equilibrium, i.e., when the rotational tem-
perature TR is very close to the translational temperature TL,
the multitemperature model reduces to the compressible
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0 on the parameter Z or the bulk viscosity 
with Mat=0.5 left and the initial turbulence Mach number Mat with Z=2 right for the single-temperature compressible NS equations.
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Navier-Stokes equations. We note that the relaxation-time
scale between the two temperatures TR and TL is rather fast
in terms of the turbulence turnover time. We also note that
the overall compressibility in a flow is dictated by the Mach
number of the flow; thus, the effect of the multitemperature
model is only secondary.
The multitemperature model affects the compressibility
through the relaxation process of internal degrees of freedom
with two adjustable parameters: ZR and TR0 /TL0; the former
determines the relaxation time between the two temperatures
and the latter determines the initial state. As ZR increases,
the rotational temperature relaxes more slowly to its equilib-
rium and is dissipated more severely in the process, thus the
compressibility becomes weaker after a short initial time.
The effect of the parameter TR0 /TL0 is similar, but for a
different reason. As TR0 /TL0 increases, so does the equilib-
rium translational temperature T and, hence, the sound
speed cs=RT after the equilibration process. Conse-
quently, the Mach number Ma is reduced and the overall
compressibility is weakened. Therefore, TR0TL0 corre-
sponds to a compressing flow, i.e., the dilatation  ·u is en-
hanced relative to the case of TR0=TL0, while TR0TL0 cor-
responds to an expanding flow, i.e., the dilatation  ·u is
suppressed relative to the case of TR0=TL0. We note that both
ZR and TR0 /TL0 affect compressibility and dissipation, but in
different ways: the effects of TR0 /TL0 are strong in all times
in the decay while the effects of ZR are severe only in the
later times passing through the stage with strong nonlinear-
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ity. Because the multitemperature model directly affects the
compressibility, its effect is more significant for flows with a
higher Mach number, in which the compressibility is stron-
ger.
In our previous work on the DNS of the compressible
DHIT with a single temperature 44, we discovered that the
PDFs of the local Mach number Ma and the shock strength
 are self-similar. In the present work, we find that the self-
similarities obeyed by the PDFs of Ma and  are not affected
by the multitemperature model. This suggests that the self-
similarities obeyed by the PDFs of Ma and  are a robust
feature of the compressible decaying turbulence.
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